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Dear Friends,  

 
You feel it, because it's in the air. It is as if the body of civilization is slowly eaten by a 
monster. The tricky thing about it is that this "monster" is invisible. It smoothly sucks 
everything in. Nobody seems upset by it. Why should they? The beast - Big Brother - I am 
talking about is all-inclusive. Through it commercialization, technology, the virtual "reality", 
electronic control and media propaganda are interwoven into one Mega Bubble, the Mega-
Ego is dominating the whole world. Its self-proclaimed goals are to satisfy everybody’s' 
desires. So, what do you want more? Since this one-dimensional world "has no alternative", 
we think it is "normal", "god-given" so to speak. And indeed, no Bible can compete with the 
current Bubble. No God is fulfilling desires so completely. Hence, "the old God is dead, long 
live the new one". The only little problem left: after some time of smoothly digesting what has 
been forced upon you, the "food" turns very sour. Your discovery: everything within the 
Bubble deteriorates, leaving behind a trace of frustration, fatigue, boredom, stress, fear, 
loneliness, pain, depression, and anger....everything eventually resulting in a collective burn-
out. Is there really no alternative? Thanks to the Revelation of the Cosmic Mother (1977) 
there is Light at the end of the tunnel.  

 

Global emergency 

 

§ In these times of decay “Big Brother” tries to seize power over the people. It does so in the 
guise of US Neo-Cons, Zionists, EU-bureaucrats, Islamic extremism, the State, NSA 
surveillance, the multinational corporations, bankers, and media....It is the ultimate 
“Machtergreifung”, comparable to that of the Third Reich, as predicted by A.Toynbee, famous 
British historian. They all want to put an end to individual human freedom and rights, their 
totalitarian agenda’s are destroying democracy e.g. self-sovereignty of the people. It is all 
part of a Mega-Ego. It is based on a deep contempt of human dignity and uniqueness. 
However, Mega-Ego is a Mega-Bubble. It is an extreme overcompensation of existential 
Angst. Deep within this ego feels totally estranged from Reality, an isolated entity without any 
roots, suffering from existential insecurity, therefore it wants to dominate and control 
everything. It is a pretty nasty development, indeed. Because of their inferiority-complex they 
seek their refuge in overcompensation: a blown up “strong”, cold and ruthless ego. People 
without roots are dangerous. They play “god on earth”. It is the ultimate pathology. The 
effects: economic globalization has disseminated suffering to all corners of the globe. A large 
percentage of (wo)mankind face similar difficulties. While the BSMSTC-complex* is 
plundering the Earth, the people are exposed to factors that directly undermine their basic 
securities. In the West people also start to be affected. Big Brother and Big Business have 
only one interest: To create a mass of subordinate consumers (“zombies”). They purposely 
do everything to block intelligence of the people. The educational system is deteriorating 
quickly. Health care is not taking care of health, but has degenerated to a mega-profit-
machine. Virtual addiction prevents people from being in contact with Reality: with their own 
inner Being, with the Divine, with nature and with each other. This Mega-Ego is destroying 
the Earth.....To bring it all to one point: Existential problems ask for existential solutions. With 
the ego dominating the whole world, a genuine solution can only come from the BEYOND. 



Therefore our global crisis is deeply spiritual. It is the “justification” behind the New World 
Religion. 

 
* State, bankers, media, science, technology, capitalism 

 

Ego as a universal problem  

 

§ It means we have to go to the core of our problem. During the last centuries a socio-
economic system, based on greed, "growth", profit and exploitation has ravaged the planet. 
The underlying problem is called ego. It is the part of our being that has detached itself from 
the Whole, living a life exclusively on and for itself. The first step, therefore, is to 
acknowledge that we are in great trouble and that the ego is an epidemic that has affected us 
all. It is the engine behind the self-destructive structures of our societies. The global crisis, 
therefore, ultimately, is an existential problem. If a house is rotten you may try to repair the 
various floors. Without repairing the foundations first, it will still collapse. For two thousand 
years religions have "tried" to eradicate “sin”. The problem has only become worse, though. 
Existing “historical” religions have all failed. All monotheisms are exclusive. They divide the 
world into the “chosen ones” – themselves – while demonizing the “rest”: goyim, slaves, 
pagans, heretics, non-believers, untermenschen. They are a permanent source of 
intolerance, discrimination, conflict, oppression, violence and war. Contrary to them the 
Cosmic Mother is INCLUSIVE, no one excluded, and the Only One Who can Heal the Planet. 
 

The bigger ego blows itself up, the sooner it will collapse 
 

More specifically, the reason why a New World Tradition is direly needed is that the whole 
world is dominated by the God of Money. Money is ruthless, it has no conscience. It is a goal 
in itself. Its only criterion is how to make more of it. It doesn’t take a moral stand. Thus, Big 
Money is financing “good” and “bad” guys equally. They finance the drug trade as well as the 
ones who fight it. They finance the Nazis as well as the Allies, the racists as well as the anti-
racists. So, they are interested in conflict, crime and war. This “god” is like the devil. In order 
to have worldly gains, “he” corrupts, degrades and destroys everything that comes on his 
path. Elite’s major objective is to hijack the banking system. Through that they aim at 
controlling the world. In a way, this makes it very simple to the new hopefuls, us. For people 
obsessed by money are just bubbles. They have neither spiritual nor moral substance. Deep 
down these people are afraid of death. They have a permanent fear of losing everything they 
have. While at the same time doing everything to undermine their own positions. Because a 
blown-up ego sooner or later (very soon) collapses. It means that the Cosmos is doing the 
work for us. The elites might think that they dominate the world, letting the masses work for 
them. We have better cards. We sit down and look how the greedy of this Earth are 
destroying themselves. In the mean time we praise the Cosmic Mother as the Ultimate 
Source of Regeneration. To Her this Devil is just a fly. In Her Great Emptiness the Mega-Ego 
doesn’t have a chance. When more and more people start following Her Cosmic Law, this 
ego will evaporate before our eyes. Soon. 
 

Jai Mata Di! 

(The Mother Prevails) 
 

This is how IT has been Revealed to me 
 

Big Ego, Big Brother, Big Bubble, Big Collapse 
 

There is nothing like Inner Freedom. Even in times of totalitarian oppression  

Inner Freedom can never be taken from you. 
 

The entire universe in embedded in Emptiness. Physicists claim that 99,99% is Space. The 
underlying Dimension is the Cosmic Vacuum. Its Forces of Creation and Destruction are 
ruling life. I hope you will be never weary to hear my central Message. Crucial, however, is 



that this has consequences for our life on Earth. “As above, so below” is not an esoteric 
fantasy, but Reality As It Is. That’s why the core of this book is all about the Cosmic Womb 
(“Mother”) as the only Dimension that is able to destroy the ego. This is particularly important 
in a time, where the ego has blown itself up to nauseating proportions. It is important to have 
some idea of the underlying process. Ego is the identification with one’s self-image. It is a 
psychological complex. As such it is limited. However, because of its loss of contact with the 
Whole, it has the potentiality of blowing itself up. Its inherent smallness is overcompensated 
by “greatness”. The more painful the sense of the underlying triviality, the more fanatic one’s 
identification with one’s “new ego”. The fear of a setback to original powerlessness is the 
driving force behind ego-ambition. The point is this: in our times of decay of the entire 
culture, this fear to fall back becomes acute. Especially those people who have accumulated 
most, the fear of losing “everything” can be very distressing. Their “only option” is blow 
themselves up even more. In order to protect their ego-accumulations – power and money – 
their ambitions exceed every limit.  Big Ego becomes Big Brother. It means that their minds 
become obsessed with megalomaniacal ideas. Their egos are the centre of the universe. 
Everything else – all other people – is just crap. In order to secure their own positions, the 
masses have to be contained, subjugated. It is the step toward the New World Order. 
 

We are all ego-addicted, therefore, in order to fight Big NWO Ego 

we have to first give up our own ego 
 

What these self-obsessed people don’t realize is that even THEY are living in a universe that 
is ruled by Absolute Nothingness, the Cosmic Vacuum. What is left out their equation is that 
even THEY are ruled by the Cosmic Law of Creation and Destruction. The irony is, that by 
blowing up their egos its structure becomes increasingly more fragile. Big Brother becomes a 
Big Bubble. The inner cohesiveness of their egos becomes weaker and weaker. Like a soap 
bubble, the walls of the Mega-Bubble become thinner and thinner. We reach a crucial point 
here. A little imagining will help: a Mega-Bubble that has reached its point of inner 
destruction floating in Cosmic Nothingness. A Bubble that has weakened itself from within, to 
such an extent, that its inner structure cannot keep it up anymore, is irrevocably meeting its 
fate. At a crucial moment it cannot resist the Vacuum anymore and collapses. The irony is, 
that the ego-ambition of “becoming great, rich and powerful has dug its own grave. This 
conclusion is a very important one. First, the ego, by blowing itself up is systematically going 
to meet its own downfall. That’s why megalomania, ruin and destruction are two sides of the 
same coin. The second consideration is a very decisive one. We have seen that the only 
thing that can stop the Bubble from causing more suffering, oppression and destruction is 
Nothingness. It is indeed Nothingness the elite are most afraid of. Although its decline is pre-
programmed (see above), human considerations like stopping the lies, crimes and deceit 
may help to end the oppression. To prevent that a new ego is taken over and the game 
starting all over again, insight in the Law of the Cosmos is the real way out. A breakdown of 
the ego-system should bring (wo)mankind to a new step in evolution. At this most crucial 
point the Cosmic META Religion comes into play. With Nothingness in its banner it is the 
only power that can threaten Big Bubble. Its superior insight has to unmask the ego-
perpetrators. Deep within they have mortal fear for the Mother who “revenges” Herself on 
them. They know too well about their transgressions against humanity, nay, against the 
Whole of existence. Thirdly, as said above, a fall of dictatorship without the perspective of a 
new step in evolution is pretty meaningless. Individually and collectively we have to go 
beyond the ego-level. Conclusion: Only a Cosmic Religion can transcend this valley of tears 
into a paradise for all. I trust the Mother. With the help of the Cosmos a surge of new people 
will come forward. Against this Cosmic Empowered Movement the ego has no chance.   
 

Mission 
 

What are the implications of our in depth insights for society? First I’ll make an overview, 
emphasizing four different political systems: the West, China, the New World Order and our 
Cosmocracy. Analyzing the first three systems one comes to a staggering conclusion. While 



all kinds of propaganda efforts in the various camps try to denounce each other, these three 
systems are based on the SAME underlying power structure. Political “differences” have only 
one goal: the hide the underlying truth. For instance “we (in the West) have a multi-party 
parliamentary democracy, while in China the Communist Party has all the power”. Through in 
depth analysis it appears that these differences are only superficial, though. Both systems 
rely on the same underlying structure. In both cases there is a mostly invisible elite that has 
all power and wealth. In the West these are the bankers, the corporate elites, the military-
industrial complex, the secret societies, the security and surveillance organizations and the 
main stream media. In China it is the Party that controls everything. Both are based on the 
same thing: “Power and Money”. The difference between the West and China is that the 
Deep State has different ways to control the masses. In our democracies differences – our 
multi-party system – are purposely created in order to raise the suggestion that we live in a 
free world, in which we can make choices. This is an illusion. Parties are instrumental to the 
Deep State – Big Brother – to keep the people busy with trivial problems, while in reality the 
core decisions are made by an invisible cabal behind closed doors. In China the Party 
equally works as an invisible agent/force. Its aim is the same: the keep the power and the 
wealth in the hands of the Party. Its control of the population is aimed at maintaining central 
cohesion, out of fear (understandably) that its empire will fall into pieces. The extension of 
this all is the push of the Western (zio-con) cabal towards a New World Order. It is based on 
fear that Western hegemony is going to collapse. The elite desperately want to keep its 
power-position. That’s why the New World Order is the Ultimate Big Brother, trying to 
establish maximum State Power, unlimited corporate profit-making (rude capitalism) and a 
surveillance society to control the masses. The elite live in constant fear that the masses will 
take their privileges away. This is the core of all political struggle. 
 
It is “Money & Power” against the people. Once we understand this we may dig a little 
deeper. Why are people addicted to material gains? The answer is “because of their inability 
to Be”. Power & Money are substitutes for the lack of true fulfilment in life. These people 
(there are many) feel empty within. This feeling of inner emptiness is intolerable. It leads to 
meaninglessness, despair and ultimately suicide. It is core of (our Western) ego-identity. We 
cling to things because of the lack of anything better. It immediately leads to a very disturbing 
insight. As long as society is based on the ego, it will never find any peace, balance, justice, 
wisdom, wholeness, solidarity, community, joy or love. Hence, political change – replacing 
one ego-system by another ego-system -  won’t bring the desired fundamental change, ever. 
The ego cannot liberate us from our ego’s. Only a “Higher Plane” is able to do this. Our core-
problem is therefore spiritual, cosmic. Our challenge in the crisis of today – where the 
survival of humanity is at stake – is to integrate our newly acquired Cosmic Insights into the 
fabric of society. I have called this our “Cosmocracy”. It is based on the insight/experience 
that we all are part of the Cosmos. This isn’t an idea, concept or hypothesis. This IS 
REALITY. Living an isolated ego-life is an illusion, emerged long ago when a “Judeo-
Christian” society was forced upon us. In Reality we are part of the Whole, to start with 
society. Subsequently, society is part of the Earth. The Earth is part of the Universe. The 
Universe is part of the Eternal Light. The Eternal Light is part of Absolute Nothingness or 
Cosmic Womb. Everything without exception is born out of the Womb, while continuously 
returning to it. Life is not linear, but cyclic, an Eternal Return. The world is not a mechanical 
machine, but is pervaded by the Divine. It is sacred. These insights put everything upside 
down (bring everything back on its feet). Our entire World-View undergoes a liberating 
Transformation. We are not alone (only the ego is!), we are part of the Whole! Once this 
insight has broken through into our Hearts and Minds there will be no way back. Now we 
understand the enlightened minds of forerunners. “Unless there will be a spiritual 
renaissance, the world will find no peace” (Dag Hammarskjöld, former secretary-general of 
the United Nations).  
 
What is my proposal for a New World? How our Cosmocracy can be established? This is a 
crucial question, for it depends on the existence of enough “enlightened minds”, those who 
can take the lead. Therefore my effort to infect you with a Cosmic Virus. Once this Virus 



enters your system a cleansing of body, mind and Spirit will liberate your from your ego-
addictions. It opens new horizons, where you and many other friends will breath fresh 
Cosmic Air. This is needed for re-vitalizing your inner power. Backed by the Cosmos we will 
come together to start the Ultimate Liberating Campaign. In order to be able to find a 
common direction we need a shared Vision, though. Therefore I will make a short sketch of 
the foundation of our Cosmocracy. This foundation rests on two main pillars. One is top-
down and the other is bottom-up. The top-down process is based on “As Above, so Below” 
culture and society as a reflection of Cosmic Order. Insight into the Cosmos is essential. It 
requires a group of people who make it their calling to live a life in unity with the Whole. 
Through ongoing Realization of Unity they are the ones who gives society the “right” 
direction. The “direction” is to be in harmony with “Cosmic Law”. The main mission of this 
group is to create, maintain and guard the Cosmic Structure of society. It may look like an 
autocratic political party. However, it is not. First, it is not based on “principles” imposed on 
the people. Those leaders represent a Reality of which everybody without exception, is a 
part. Therefore these leaders represent our own True Nature. They are mirroring our True 
Selves, the ones we Really Are, “children of the Cosmos”. To be part of it means freedom, 
because it is the sea in which we swim. I call these (“vertical”) leaders the bearers of 
“Cosmo-Vision”. Their activity is mostly an educative, supporting, guiding, directing one. 
They get their inspiration from “above”, hence their activity is top-down. Their ultimate 
responsibility is towards the Cosmos. 
 
Two main Cosmic Patterns that are reflected by society are interconnectedness and balance. 
Therefore society should be based on mutual interdependency, something I call 
CommunityDemocracy and a balanced economy. An organically structured, Cosmos-inspired 
Community (society) follows the principle of subsidiairity. It is organized bottom-up. It starts 
with the individual, the family (group), the street, the neighbourhood, the commune up to the 
province, the county, the Autonomic Region (the State) and the Commonwealth (the New 
EU). Cosmic Balance is manifested in a balanced (eco) economy, a dynamic balance within 
the limits of ecology and the environment. Subsidiairity means self-rule, self-sovereignty on 
all levels of society. The individual determines what his/her contribution to the Whole is, what 
it cannot do is delegated to the family. The family (group) determines its contribution while 
delegating the “rest”to the street(community). The street does wat it can, everything else 
becomes the responsibility of the neighbourhood. The neighbourhood determines its 
contribution (everything without interference of “higher” levels), while handling over to the 
commune what is not able to do. This multi-level Community creates a new kind of (true) 
democracy in which the people themselves decide about things that concerns them. This 
bottom-up principle is continued, including the “higher” levels: counties, Regions, (State) and 
Union. Within these structures the people determine the substance e.g. the way they want to 
live, everything according to basic- democratic principles. Families chose their representative 
for the Street-Council, the street chooses its representatives for the Neighbourhood-Council 
and further up. The result is a self-responsible “Web” of bottom-up organized echelons, all 
part of an “organic” Whole. The creation of an ecco-economy follows a similar pattern. The 
framework is a dynamic balance, a reflection of Cosmic Reality. It implies a new balance 
between (economic) activity and non-activity. A society totally dominated by commerce is a 
curse, a sin of contempt to Cosmic Balance and ultimately to your own True Nature (which 
we remember is part of the Whole). Hence we need a creative solution. It appears to be very 
simple to undercut the madness of the economic rat race. Collectively we decide to only work 
half a week. Just that? Just that. In my book “Origin” I have revealed all the wonderful 
consequences of this simple step. (You may read it). At this point I want you to further 
ponder about it. It is your own creative contribution which will decide about a “sustainable” 
future. This is the REAL Dream That Comes True, a New World humanity has been 
dreaming of for millennia. Summarizing: Our Cosmocracy consist of two pillars, one top-
down, one bottom-up. The former determines the structure, the latter the substance of 
society. Together they are complementary, each with its own leaders (“vertical” and 
“horizontal”). This truly is “A New Step in Evolution” where the ego is transcended to a 
“higher plane”. It is the only way for humanity to survive. 



 

 

Epilogue 
Thus praise the Cosmic Mother 

To worship Her is the most precious treasure in the world 

She is the fulfilment of the Quest for the Holy Grail 

The Cauldron of Ever-lasting Regeneration 

Is at your disposal 

As Absolute Nothingness She destroys evil  

She is invincible, for who can destroy Nothingness? 

It is impossible! 

She guides us to a new phase in evolution 

With Her we can overcome all obstacles 

Join! 

 

Through the absence of Being, compensation was sought in having. Because the latter 
couldn't satisfy the longing for the former, having became an obsession. This process started 
in the late Middle Ages and has found its culmination in "modern" times. Lacking a context in 
which it can find refuge, the ego blew itself up more and more. Because of its growing 
complexities, the ego-structure of the World Bubble increasingly loses its inner framework. 
Since WW II the decay on all levels of existence have gone out of hand. What we see now is 
the beginning of a big implosion. The good news is that the Mega-Bubble has no inner 
substance. It has no roots in the Whole. To us, on the other hand, the world is sacred. 
Everybody and everything is embedded in the Divine. Eventually the Whole is uninterruptedly 
born out of the Ultimate, also called Cosmic Mother. This being rooted is the Source of 
limitless Wisdom, Compassion and Strength. In comparison the Bubble is a mere fiction. It is 
deprived of inner power. Yes, through brutal force it could dominate society for a while. It is 
clear that our “tiny” egos have no answer to this. To fight ego with ego is a futile enterprise. It 
only leads to more suffering. Against the Super-Power of the Mother “Big Brother” will have 
no chance, though. Therefore my call to everyone: Abandon the materialistic world of 
collective addiction. Join the Original Tradition! 
 

"Behold, I make everything New" 
 

It is our deepest conviction, that the (current) world crisis, ultimately, is a spiritual one. 
"To have as the inability to Be". A world crisis implies a world teacher, one who possesses all 
the wisdom, compassion and strength for a worldwide transformation. A universal mind is 
needed to overcome all obstacles and to open the gate to a "new Heaven, a new Earth and 
new Community". This Mind is everybody's inherent Consciousness! The SermeS therefore, 
calls on all responsible people, to do everything to discover, realize, develop and share 
his/her own Universal Mind, everything to the benefit of all "living and non-living beings". It 
starts with becoming aware, together with an inner distance towards self-cantered thinking 
(ego). With the help of the body your consciousness stabilizes itself. It may extend itself, 
exceeding bodily limits. While the latter "drops off", your direct surroundings - your chair, the 
carpet, the table, the cat - all become content of your extended Space. It is the first 
experience of true love e.g. compassion - you embrace everything like yourself. You are the 
Space - eventually becoming Omnipresence - in which you as well as everything else ARE. 
Its inclusivity raises great joy. Sooner or later self-effort will show its limits, though. The 
chance for an ongoing "battle" between your awareness and the ever returning ego is great. 
Stress, fatigue, de-motivation, "dryness" or depression may take possession of you. Not to 
speak of confrontations with serious unsolved inner conflicts. It could be the moment of 
acknowledging the limits of "doing it yourself". Instead of "attaining" e.g. "realizing", you 
surrender to the Depth of your existence, in order to become renewed. 
 



*SermeS' teachings are utterly original, a true breakthrough, not a copy of existing spiritual systems and not 

aimed at adapting to people's self-centered desires e.g. interests. 

 

Those who long for the Origin are called "Originals" 
 

In these most critical of times we see two parallel dynamics coming to a climax. One is the 
increasing destruction of both inner and outer world. The second is the desperate longing for 
Wholeness. Initially it was hoped, that the decay in the outer world "automatically" would be 
equalized by an ascent of spirituality and that the latter eventually would (will) 
prevail.....Regrettably; this has proven not to be the case. On the contrary, the power to 
liberate ourselves - despite some efforts to revive it - turned into large scale corruption. Not 
long ago "to have as the inability to Be" still had some promise, in the sense that a "shift" to 
Being could be the way out of the crisis. Instead, Being became a part of having! Like 
everything else, spirituality is something to acquire e.g. to possess. Businesses are abusing 
it to boost their profits! With it, the last hope that "spirituality" as we know it, could save us, 
has evaporated. More of the same cannot turn the tide anymore. We simply have to 
acknowledge the facts - see reality as it is. Now the hope is for a direct interference of the 
Unknown, "something" Totally New. Something that cannot be corrupted by the ego. 
 

I don't possess the Truth, the Truth is possessing me 
 

It has its consequences for a possible future organization. First of all, one should realize that 
in pre-patriarchal times, there didn't exist "religions". Religions came into being through 
"founders", male persons who got a certain spiritual insight. This insight was translated into a 
creed. This creed became the foundation of an exclusive club of (male) persons. Exclusivity 
was claimed. It meant that a particular group claimed to be "in the possession of the truth". A 
pattern that has lasted for many millennia until this very day. Our initiative does NOT fit into 
that model. Yes, it also started with spiritual insight, yes; it is based on Divine Revelation. 
However, this Realization has not been "translated" into a certain creed. We do NOT identify 
with a set of rules we have to follow. We do NOT claim exclusivity at the expense of others. 
To the contrary, surrendering to the Cosmic Mother is the most natural state possible; it is 
about becoming part of Reality, once again. It is based on the universal experience of being 
born out of a mother. Everybody is born from a mother! To claim exclusivity is therefore 
absurd. All religions originated from the Cosmic Mother, spiritually, historically, 
mythologically, scientifically.... She gives birth to the Cosmos, everything continuously 
returning to Her Bottomless Depth. The Original Tradition is pre- and post-patriarchal. It is 
simply going back to the Origin - the Cosmic Mother - beyond all creeds, beliefs, dogmas - in 
order to become renewed, regenerated and healed. 
 

The Core Mantra of the Original Tradition 

"The Mother Heals" 

Once the Mother “descends” into your innermost core it becomes clear that She is the All-
Inclusive One. Her "motherly Love" connects all and everyone. The existing patriarchal 
religions are Her sons. Sons who once rejected the Mother, in order to claim authority for 
themselves. However, in modern times, there is a return to the Divine Feminine, making 
male claims doubtful, to say the least. Many people have started to discover traces of the 
Mother in their own traditions. All beliefs and denominations are welcome. Their own 
(Mother) Goddesses will be very much respected e.g. celebrated in an atmosphere of sister 
and brotherhood. We are all Mother's children!  

PLEASE, CONTEMPLATE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS 

THE EGO DOMINATES THE WHOLE WORLD 

Your Comments 

 



THE SURVIVAL OF (WO)MANKIND IS AT STAKE 

Your Comments 

 

ABSOLUTE NOTHINGNESS (COSMIC MOTHER) IS THE ONLY DIMENSION THAT CAN 

CURB THE EGO WHILE HEALING THE PLANET 

Your Comments 

 

HER COSMIC LAW – DEATH & REBIRTH, HER WEB OF LIFE – 

 IS UNIVERSAL 

Your Comments 

 

SHE GUARANTEES UNITY IN DIVERSITY – (WO)MAN ROOTED  

IN  “HEAVEN, EARTH AND THE (NEW) COMMUNITY” 

Your Comments 

 

COSMOCRACY AS THE ONLY ALTERNATIVE TO “BIG BROTHER” 

Your Comments 

 

WORLD RELIGION AND SCIENCE ARE TWO SIDES  

OF THE SAME COIN 

Your Comments 

 

BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA 

Your Comments 
 

QILAI 

(Chinese for “Stand Up”) 

 

 

Letter from America 
September 12, 2001 

 

Human kindness 
 
Hello everyone, a friend of mine wrote this (in the internet) and sent it to everyone that he knows. i found it 
powerful, and true, and i thought that there was a need for everyone to read this, one person putting some of what 
he feels about this to good work. to help others. please send it to everyone. i made it anonymous because i didn't 
know what everyone's reaction would be. I love you all. k. 
 

Dear Friends Who Share My Passion for Life,   
 
It is time for me to speak about what's in my heart. About hijackings and terrorism and the world's tallest building 
brimming with human beings being brought to its knees, about the fear of losing control and the horror transmitted 
into our living rooms live via CNN, and about the indescribable ache that's left behind when people die. 
Thousands of people, in this case, leaving millions of aching hearts in their wake. As I surf the relentless waves of 
media reports and eventually find myself lying on the beach gasping for air, my initial question of "Oh my God, 
what's happening?" starts to get some answers. It is an act of terrorism: a small group of people trying to have 
power over a large group of people through violence and the subsequent terror that it creates. A David and 
Goliath story. But this leaves me with a second, more nagging concern, and that is "Why?". Is it simply a struggle 
of "the Good People" (us) vs. "the Bad People" (them) - as President Bush would have us believe? Is it really that 
simplistic? As a nation, are we still stuck in that old, painful, and unenlightened story that has no end? That one 
about so-called Good and so-called Evil battling it out through eternity (until both sides of the apparent duality are 
destroyed)? Didn't we figure out who the Enemy was while we were in Vietnam - and that Enemy was us? What 
gives us the divine right to judge who is Good and who is Evil in the world? And let me clarify here: I am NOT 
condoning the actions of the terrorists - this is an atrocity of unspeakable magnitude - but what I am saying is that 
we need to be careful in our judgements of the terrorists themselves (and for that matter, all of the people in the 
world who are currently celebrating our misfortune) until we examine our own Shadow. 
 
There are reasons why people feel such passionate hatred towards America and Americans. We are perceived in 
much of the world as the cruel and entirely self-serving Bully-nation who has the capacity to relieve the suffering 
of the world but chooses not to unless it serves our needs in some way. To a large extent, I believe that this 



perception is not too far from the truth. We are addicted to Power and Comfort, aggressively imposing our values 
on other cultures and we have few qualms about using the rest of the world in whatever way we can to fulfil our 
desires - be it through Nike shoe factories in China that use child labour, polluting oil rigs off the coast of Sumatra, 
or enriching ourselves at the expense of hundreds of millions of people, or through our unwillingness to share 
global responsibility for the health of the earth's atmosphere by stepping out of the Kyoto Treaty. Not to mention 
the Gulf War and the thousands of innocent civilians that we inadvertently killed in order to preserve our oil 
interests.  
 
It’s not that Americans as a whole lack empathy or a sense of conscience, it’s just that we have constructed so 
many cultural and personal defence mechanisms around our hearts that we are no longer able to feel the 
suffering of the rest of the world. (We often having trouble even feeling the pain of our next-door neighbours, let 
alone the agony that people experience in places like the West Bank). We hide from our connections to other 
people and their pain by staying home and watching television and blindly accepting our media's version of reality 
- rather than venturing out and discovering the world for ourselves. In our drive for security, we amass fortunes 
(by world standards) and tacitly support our government's efforts to protect those fortunes from the empty hands 
of our fellow Earthlings: by closing off our borders to immigration and ringing our perimeter with the largest and 
most sophisticated military in the world (which, as we discovered yesterday, is no match for a small band of 
terrorists flying hijacked airliners). We don't share what we have because we believe that there isn't enough to go 
around. In our attempts to stay numb to the world, we drink and drug too much, shop 'til we drop, work 60-80 
hours a week, get lost in the drama of romance and sex, over-eat, over-exercise, drive too much, get lost in 
newspapers and movies, and generally live in our minds instead of our hearts. All of this keeps us from 
developing any real compassion for people in distant lands.  
 
The painful truth is that we - at least in part - are responsible for these acts of terror: by cutting our hearts off from 
others and turning our self-cherishing into a national religion. It's our karma as a nation: if we ignore or abuse 
people long enough, eventually they will start crashing hijacked jets into our monuments of greed just to get our 
attention. But maybe that's just me.  
 
So the final question is, "What do we do now?" How do we break the legacy of human violence on this earth? And 
how do we start feeling safe again? I believe that both questions have the same answer. It is clear to me that 
Bush's plan to Exterminate All the Evil Perpetrators isn't going to work; any response that is driven primarily out of 
fear will only generate more fear in return and ultimately more violence. So it would appear that reducing the 
levels of fear on the globe is the only sane approach to regaining our sense of safety and security in a permanent 
way.  
 
We need an entire shift in consciousness - and we need it very soon - if we are to avoid another spin on the wheel 
of bloodshed and suffering. What I am advocating is a change in our thinking in which we begin to honour all 
living beings on earth as much as we honour ourselves - for our collective survival and well-being is intimately 
bound up with the survival and well-being of all others. The earth simply cannot support the needs and fears of 6 
billion separate egos; at some point, it too must break apart like the World Trade Centre from the sheer weight of 
the human race. So the task truly begins in our own minds and hearts. Can we learn to transcend our own greed, 
hate and fear? Our separateness? Can we open our hearts up to the suffering of others and share ourselves with 
them? Can we be in service to the world instead of expecting the world to serve us? Can we finally start to grow 
up as a species and accept life on life's terms? That would mean seeing how the world really works (from the 
perspective of individual and collective karma) and not hiding behind walls of denial - be they personally- or 
culturally- constructed. It would mean being open and vulnerable and courageous; it would mean having the 
mental discipline to live in and respond to what is happening in the moment (instead of constantly veering off into 
an imaginary future or lingering in a non-existent past) and having the heart to love Unconditionally. Are we ready 
for this?  
 
I don't think we have the luxury of having a choice anymore. With the collapse of the WTC, the final bits of sand 
seem to have run through the hourglass, and it's now or never. (Now is all we ever have  
anyway.) The world is changing - whether we're ready for it or not -and it is time for those of us who recognize the 
global imperative of thinking and acting non-violently to counter the violence (or treat of violence) on our precious 
earth with an even greater measure of non-violence. It is time to become outrageously outspoken about our 
values, to stick our necks out, to risk being kind, and to let go of the false security of our ego's interpretation of the 
way life works. Ultimately, safety only comes from being true to ourselves, true to our love for others, true to Truth 
itself.  
 
So in giving up the old paradigm, we have nothing to lose but our fears, our narrow minds, and our constricted 
hearts. We, both as individuals and as country, must find the confidence and compassion to not stoop to the level 
of the terrorists by responding to yesterday's horrors with anger and aggression. This would turn us into 
Terrorists. Ultimately, we must generate the wisdom to realize that the true enemy is hate itself. My love to you all.  
 
"Until the human heart has turned away from brutality, until it has so engorged itself upon destruction that any 
form of cruelty sickens it instinctively, until it becomes the-Heart- that-evolves-from-the-heart-of-man, there will be 
no end to the violent insanity that addicts mankind. The quality of your heart is what you must work on.. To 
postpone the Apocalypse is, at best, a wasted effort. We must turn away from the need for that final devastation. 



The only inviolable disarmament will be fashioned when the thought of doing harm to others is no longer 
thinkable. Any disarmament on less than such a consensus of feeling is false and ultimately will be broken."  
Joe Henry  

 
I was deeply moved by this letter which was sent to me by email. People like him are the conscience of the 
nation. What he has said about America concerns the entire Western world. Aren't our affluent societies based on 
exploitation of other continents and nature? We all - without any exception - share a responsibility here. 

 

“Freedom and democracy” is a myth. The reality?  

Unlimited greed, exploitation & a corporate 

 “big brother” state 
 

This is going to be one of the most exciting proposals. In these times of inner and outer confusion, the cry for new 
socio-cultural models can be heard around the globe. The criticism on capitalism is growing by the day, realistic 
alternatives are nowhere to find, though. Guided by new teachers the majority of people are going to organize 
themselves according to Cosmic Law, in layers of self sovereign bodies, to start with themselves. They reflect 
Mother's "Web of Life" where everything is "organically" interconnected. These are bottom-up organized echelons 
of self-rule, structured through the principle of "subsidiarity", the dynamic force behind what is called "Community 
Democracy". Democracy should thus be a reflection of Cosmic Interconnectedness. Seen this way, it is "sacred", 
others call it "ecological". This can only be realized, if the Whole of society is participating. Clearly this is not the 
case nowadays. Political parties have "stolen" sovereignty from the people. They and the State are top-down 
organized, serving power, finance, business, and media, technology and military interests. Establishing basic 
democratic structures is a pre-condition for Restoring Wholeness. To extend democracy to all corners of society is 
surprisingly simple. All necessary structures are already there: the individual, the family (group), the street, the 
neighbourhood, the commune, the city, the county (region), the state and the federal government (or EU). 
Changing these structures from top-bottom into bottom-up is the "only" thing we have to do. 
 

The world is topsy-turvy. Take care that everything  
turns out for the best 

 
The principle of "subsidiarity" - one with a long tradition: from Johannes Althusius (17th century), 19th century 
America (Thomas Jefferson), to Pope Leo XIII, while "formally" part of the EU, but actually "forgotten" by all - is 
the mechanism, with which we build our Cosmic inspired Community Democracy. It consists of above mentioned 
layers, holistically interconnected with each other. The underlying principle: What a "lower" layer can do, shall not 
be done by a "higher". It goes like this. The individual decides freely how much he/she wants to contribute to 
society, the part he/she cannot do, he/she "delegates" to the family (group). The family carries out its self-chosen 
task. What it cannot do, it handles over to the street. Without interference of the neighbourhood, the street-
community carries out its voluntary duties, giving the "rest" to the neighbourhood. The neighbourhood-community, 
in its turn, does what it can, transferring the remaining tasks to the commune...... 
 

Follow Cosmic Law NOW! 
 
The big surprise is that we can start building our Community Democracy any time: TODAY! Today, we can decide 
about our contributions to the Whole. Subsequently, we win our family, the street and the neighbourhood for this 
very inspiring idea. In "no" time, the process can be put into operation. Of course, it will take a while, before the 
last echelons: the city, the county, the region and the commonwealth are also incorporated. The principle is the 
same, though. It will prove to be infectious! Committing yourself to the common cause, working together with 
others for it, inspired, encouraged and empowered by the realization, that what we do is in harmony with the 
Cosmos.... resonating with IT....bringing Heaven to Earth, one could say.....mobilizes the very best of everybody. 
It creates a New Community, where humans express their highest potentiality. For the first time, the "pursuit of 
happiness" finding its true meaning. 
 
These three are complementary: Spiritual Cosmology, Scientific Cosmology and Political Cosmology (CoCoCo). 

 
Everything rests on and is due to our new insight into the relationship between Cosmos and our world. All spheres 
are interconnected, interpenetrating. “Political Cosmology” claims, that it isn't possible to separate them. The 
world proves to be sacred and has to be re-arranged that way. How privileged we are to live in a time of this kind 
of transformation of both Self and Society. Everything starting by acknowledging Nothingness as the Origin of All! 
Our model necessarily has to be specified a little further, though. In order to make it operable, the relationships 
between the echelons have to be clarified. What are the power-lines? Well, the families are choosing their 
representatives for the street-council. The street-community, in its turn, elects its delegation to the 
neighbourhood-council, etc. etc. Every delegate is accountable to both his/her own community and the Whole. 

 
We have spiritual teachers ("vertically" oriented) and community leaders ("horizontally" oriented) 

 

Together these leaders are making the laws. The agreements between the various echelons have to be fully 
respected e.g. incorporated. It will be clear, that Self-Sovereignty unburdens the Judiciary and the Executive a 
great deal. Laws are covering the issues that are of concern to everybody.  Once made, the laws are binding on 



all citizens. The result is a State under the rule of Law, not based on political parties, but on the people 
themselves. 

 
Extend democracy, abolish political parties 

 

Freedom proves to be the same as solidarity. Because without cooperation, freedom of and for the various 
echelons is impossible. Isn't that magic? It overturns the entire ego-centric society creating a living organism of 
"being yourSelf connected". One's own happiness is depending on the happiness of all others....The benefits 
immediately linked to it are manifold: cooperation, tolerance, peace, understanding, justice, prosperity for all, and 
harmony with nature. Friendship returns to something concrete. The "social media" will be exposed for what they 
are: as a poor substitute, a virtual bubble (“fakebook”), that (in the end) only deeply frustrates. How much more 
enjoyable the real thing is! The security-issue gets a totally new turn too. Until now the State tries to bring "order" 
into a chaos, it itself created. However, security is a matter of a close Community in the first place. 
 
The digital control can be dropped a great deal, once our Community Democracy has established its first lasting 
structures. We can take care of our-selves. "Big Brothers" have no business in our upgraded cosmo-eco-spiritual, 
humanized society. This will only be realized when e.g. economics become fully integrated. For this, we once 
again turn ourselves to the Cosmos: "As Above, so Below". Like before, our insight into Cosmic Law is decisive. 
The Second Cosmic Law, mentioned already in the beginning, is that of "Creation" (Birth) and "Destruction" 
(Death). Through it "the Mother" looks after the balance in the universe.....It is, by the way, the most important 
Driving Force behind evolution, with the "survival of the fittest" only as a secondary factor. Crucial is, that balance, 
maintained by Absolute Emptiness, doesn't allow extreme accumulation (with deprivation on the other side of the 
equation). With other words: capitalism as we know it, is a major sin against Cosmic Law. What we see is, that 
politicians, scientists and business people are constantly busy with analyzing the situation. It serves the NOT 
finding of real solutions to our problems. Against the background of the global crisis, with very little time left, we 
have to immediately start with practice, though. An "economy of balance", instead of unlimited growth, that is what 
the Cosmos is confronting us with. 
 
How to achieve this? Quite simple: we define how we want to live and put THAT into practice, without being 
deluded by "first this and then that" manoeuvres. I dare to say, that it was the Cosmos itself that "whispered it into 
my ear". True insights are mostly a matter of split-seconds, in which you suddenly SEE it. (I.Newton, A.Einstein). 
What we want to achieve is a model that is optimal for the community, the economy and the environment. 
 

Divine inspiration gives the insight, science is working it out 

 
And which is immediately applicable! It consists of people - you and me - who decide - from one day to the next - 
to only work half a week for themselves, while working the other half as a volunteer for the Community. By doing 
so, they - in one blow - take the sting out of the rat-race. This step has many (other) implications. The growth-
obsession turns into an economy of balance, through which nature will be saved. Simultaneously, we restore the 
foundation of society by healing the Community. I hear the objections already whizzing around my ears. 
"If working only half a week, what about our income, the costs we have to pay?" Very important question, a major 
concern, indeed. Basic existence will be secured; even an amount of luxury is possible, if we consider our basic 
needs as a human right. It is a shame, that affluent societies like ours cannot even provide basic living standards 
for all! It seems the Swiss want to make this issue a referendum. In practice, it means, that in return to our 
contribution to the Community, everybody has a right to a basic income*. This income is high enough to pay all 
basic expenses, needed to exist. These are housing, energy, eating, health care, transportation and education. 
Obviously, this will not work, if these functions remain a commodity to the profit-making industries. Therefore, they 
have to be taken out of the private sphere and handled over to the authority of our Self-Sovereign Community. 
 
*Elderly, the sick and the disabled receive their basic income without returns. 

 
The macro-economic situation has to adjust to it. Instead of (unlimited) growth, society maintains itself through 
bringing the costs down*. The emphasis on demand will shift. The economy is there to serve people, and not the 
other way round. People, therefore, have to get insight into their addictions, in exchange for a much happier life, 
where values like friendship, community, harmony with Heaven and Earth, creativity, leisure prevail. 
 
* We appreciate quality above quantity. 

 
Therefore, the economy will be transformed according the principles of subsidiarity, as well. Because, to a whole 
person, all aspects of life are interrelated. We thus reject the kind of globalization, where peoples and nature are 
ruthlessly exploited. We distinguish three echelons of economic activity. First we produce and consume locally 
(the region). Everything that cannot be produced this way, we produce nationally. What cannot be produced 
nationally, we produce internationally, everything in this sequence. It is a proven fact that with the increase in 
wealth in the last 20-30 years people have NOT become happier. So, luxuries are not decisive. It also means, that 
if you get something better in return, you will not mourn about the "losses". It is like in love. When falling in love 
("falling!") you don't care so much about material things (at all). This "something better" has never been offered as 
an option, though. For our one-dimensional world knows only one thing: more of the same. 
 
More, more and more.....and then, suddenly: the collapse…. 



 
 
Therefore, it is our responsibility to show you the Road within. Because there the hidden treasures are. It is also 
the reason why our "Religion" is but temporary. Once the inner world fully manifests itself into the outer, emphasis 
will be laid on the world as a Whole. The aim is a sacred world, in which the need for a separate Religion has 
disappeared. A One World Community and Cosmic Governance are two sides of the same coin; the Web of Life - 
us - is a direct expression of Cosmic Law. By the way, the separation of Church and State (in very few countries a 
reality, even in Germany people are forced to pay “church-tax”) has to be fully maintained. Because society 
cannot and will not be dominated by just any random ideology or belief-system (“reli-myth”). With “Political 
Cosmology” this is different, for it is based on spiritual/ scientific Reality, at all times verifiable by anyone. It is 
unbelievable, how long we were able to endure a top-down "political theology", that was (is) built on ignorance, 
false assumptions, self-delusions and oppression. "God" as object for identification, justification of power, giving 
both Church and State the opportunity to exploit the people, God "in the image" of our ego's, instead of we being 
in the image of God, this game is now over. The underlying pathological ego-complex is still alive, though. "To 
have as the inability to Be". 

 
The ego-complex has dominated Western society for more  

than two thousand years 
 
The ego finally established itself after Christianity (Inquisition) destroyed the very substance of existence: 
"Heaven, Earth and the Community". This in exchange of the "Glad Tidings", the dependency on a savior, who 
was supposed to save (wo)mankind from transgressions it never committed. Without the context of life, ego 
turned into an isolated entity, "thrown upon itself", with nothing able to curb it, left*. Ever since, it blew itself up, 
threatening our very survival. 
 
* See all other chapters. 
 

With contempt the West looks at the Indian Caste System. 

What the former doesn’t grasps is that it is a caste system itself. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The West is dominated by three major “Lower Classes”. The lowest class is the “Business Class”. At the bottom 
the most primitive layer consists of those who spend their entire energy at money making. Their driving force in 
life is greed. It is dominated by banks, multinational corporations. These forces are the engine behind our 
addicted consumer society. In that sense they are utterly despisable. The second layer of the “Business Class” 
consists of people who are in business in order to make a living. This is a honourable activity, especially when 
social and environmental factors are taken in consideration. Not to forget the pariahs. Our system has created 
millions (68 US billionaires have as much money as 3 billion “ordinary” people) of poor, hungry, homeless, ill, 
unemployed and desperate people. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The second layer of the Lower Classes consists of the “Fighter Class”. These people consider life as a fight, 
competition and war. To them there are only “winners and losers”. Society consists of “me” on the one hand and 
“all others” on the other. Everybody is a potential enemy. The lowest strata of this type of people are those who in 
some way or another are involved in violence: the government, the military, the para-military and all those who 
work for them, directly or indirectly. An upgrading within the same class is formed by company directors, CEO’s 
and managers. They are the “invisible army” of capitalism. On top of that there is the layer of the politicians. Their 
lives are totally absorbed by “defeating the adversary”.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The third layer completes this all. It is the class of “priests”. One would think that “priests” have become irrelevant. 
The opposite is the case. Only the surface has changed. The “new” priests can be found among media-, PR and 
advertisement people, propagandists, surveillance mafia, elites, ideologists, fundamentalists and yes rabbis, 
priests and mullahs. These people dedicate their lives in trying to get others under their control. They want to 
dominate the soul. The point of this story is not only that this distinction corresponds fully with the Indian system, 
(Shudras (workers), Vaishyas (tradesmen), Kshatriyas (warriors) and Brahmins (priests) but that these three 
(four) together are dominated by ego. It means compared to India our situation is much worse.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Our entire society is in the grip of the three major aspects of ego-addiction: commerce, violence and control. In 
our society there isn’t any “Higher Class”. Ego forces are dominating everything. We are all exposed (and part of) 
a culture that is left to the most abhorrent instincts: ignorance, superficiality, primitivism, rudeness, indifference, 
vulgarity, ugliness you name it. I estimate that maybe 96% of the West consists of ego-addiction. The big problem 
is, that we consider this as “normal!” We know no better. For knowing better you need comparison. Why the rich 
of the world go to more “primitive” (traditional) corners of the earth to recuperate from  their “busy” lives? It is a 
form of (cultural, psychological) exploitation. Who in our “advanced” culture can smile while living in poverty? 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
It may become clear that “human evolution” is still in its infancy. There is an urgent need for us to enter “Higher 
States” of Being. What the planet needs are conscious, whole people who realize their True Nature. Without the 
help of the Cosmos this is not likely to happen. Through living according to Cosmic Law, there is a chance to turn 
the tide, though. By being part of "Heaven, Earth and the (new) Community", humanity will re-discover an inner 
and outer Order, through which life will renew itself. All sub-sectors of society will benefit from it. How, that I have 
already extensively commented on. It is the core of "Healing the Planet in 10 Steps" initiative. My suggestion: go 



into my books, study them and come with your own suggestions about how to proceed together. (PS. I am not in 
favour of the Indian Caste System). 
 

Be creative, participate 
 
How would health care, the banking system, ethics, care for the Earth, the judiciary, gender-relationships, 
education, science, our security system, etc., etc. be transformed, once Cosmic Law has been established on 
Earth? 
 
Enough for today? 
 
"SermeS" 
 
New Wisdom Teacher (Culture Renewal), part of the Great Tradition of Osiris, the Shennon Emperor, Lao-Tze, Maitreya Buddha and 
Parsifal...Everything in the Name of the Cosmic Mother. 

 

 
I am the spokesperson of the Cosmos 

 

Security 

Inner & Outer 
 
 It is only the prelude: Islamic terrorist attacks in London, Paris, Brussels, Würzburg, Nice and Munich. The 
inconvenient truth is that it will spread like an epidemic. The consequence is that fear will be an ongoing 
companion. There will be no solutions in sight. All assurances from the side of the State about “prevention” and 
“control” are false. Instead we are more and more caught in a vicious circle of helplessness, angst and 
depression, with terrorism on the one hand and a police State on the other. These two benefit from each other 
with common people as their victims. Rumours about false flag operations will dominate life. At last nobody can 
be trusted anymore. Increasingly, people will lock themselves up in their homes. No hope for an opening towards 
a secure and happy life. Two main factors are decisive: inner security and outer security. It is very crucial to 
deeply understand the following. The fear terrorism is causing is not the only fear. The main Angst lies hidden 
within our souls. It is the Angst inherent to our ego. Deep inside the ego knows about its being cut off from 
Reality. Its existence as “an isolated entity” causes a deep sense of vulnerability and insecurity. The crucial point 
is that the fear from outside (terrorism) is triggering the pre-existing Angst within. The fear and the Angst resonate 
with each other. That’s why a little bit of fear from outside can cause an surge of Angst within. The main factor is 
not terrorism but our own inherent Angst. If we would be able to neutralize this Angst from within, the fear from 
without has nothing to resonate with anymore. It is therefore (very) unwise to brood about the “causes” of 
terrorism, its dangers and future developments. This will only be food for fear. Fear-obsessed thinking only leads 
to paralysis and in(wrong)action. The first step to truly change your situation is to take away the sounding board 
for the fear. You will understand: it is through giving up your ego. Supporting you in achieving a fearless existence 
will be the greatest challenge for the coming decades. It is like the camel finding the narrow hole of the needle. 
That hole stands for the Cosmic Womb giving birth to the True Self within you. By subsequently becoming part of 
the Whole – “Heaven, Earth and the (New) Community” - once again, your life will find all the inner security it 
needs. 
 
Second comes outer security. You also want to protect your physical life, the life of your dear ones, your property 
and your achievements in life. That is a very justified aim. Therefore, inner (“vertical”) security has to be 
complemented by outer (“horizontal”) security. In this case the Cosmic Mother also shows us the way. It is 
manifested by our “definition” of the Cosmos: “We are part of society; society is part of the Earth; the Earth is part 
of the universe; the universe is part of the Eternal Light and the Eternal Light is part of the Cosmic Womb”. It 
means that our whole existence is based on interconnectedness, not only Cosmic, but also worldly. To put it in 
different words: our worldly life (“microscosmos”) should reflect the Cosmos (“macrocosmos”). Without 
interconnectedness no life on Earth can exist. Socio-political fear arises through “forgetting” this fundamental fact. 
Nowadays we live in a fragmented world. Without cohesion our world will fall apart. So, inner security has to be 
followed by outer security. It means that the Community (“Mother’s Web of Life”) has to be re-established as the 
foundation of human existence. Crucial is to organize it as a meaningful Whole, reflecting the meaningful 
organization of the Cosmos. This meaningful Whole I have called “Community Democracy”. It will be totally clear 
to everyone (every non-biased person) that a society based on coherence, cooperation, mutual assistance, Self-
Sovereignty, a society organized bottom-up where everybody has equal opportunities to participate in socio-
political life, taking responsibility for the prosperity of all will “spontaneously” minimize the chance to be 
overwhelmed by terrorist acts of all kinds. It is the only way to escape from the deadly spiral of terrorism on the 
one hand and an Orwellian police State on the other. The coherence of the Community guarantees security. It is 
the foundation of a Cosmic Society as described extensively in my books. This is NOT an utopian vision for the 
future. All ingredients are there for implementing it NOW. You may start to organize meetings for studying Book 
“Origin”, culminating into the practice of “Healing yourself; Healing each other; Healing the World”. A Training 
(See Book 3, chapter 42) is available to further develop your skills in Spiritual Service, Health Service, Community 
Service and Earth Service.  
 



Countries with a pathological, narcissist, expansionist, blown-up ego are a threat to World Peace. Unfortunately, 
this is precisely the definition of the West. Its hegemonism is now coming to a climax. It will be clear that this is 
the greatest danger the planet has ever faced. Therefore, all efforts have to be combined to overcome this threat. 
We have called this Planetary Peace Plan:  “Healing the Planet in 10 Steps”. Its priority is to contain the Mega-
Ego and its effects. Once the causes are eliminated, the reactions to Western expansionism – worldwide 
terrorism - will be contained as well.   

 

Join 

§“The Cosmocracy” 
“Big Brother” or Cosmic Mother 

 
§ The actual threats are global capitalism, Western banking system, geopolitical dominance, totalitarian state 

control, the military-industrial complex, a world government, in short an Orwellian future ruled by “Big Brother”. 
These developments can only be contained, if we tackle the root cause, together with its immediate effects. Even 
the critics (journalists, historians, politicians) of “empire” stay thinking in the same categories: f.i. after the 

American Empire there will be the Russian or the Chinese Empire. They tend to forget that these new empires are 
still based on the ego: an authoritarian state, a capitalist economy and surveillance/control of the “masses”. It will 
neither stop the further destruction of the earth, nor the destruction of the soul. It doesn’t occur to them that when 
a major civilization (not just a political system) has come to its end, the beginning of a new stage is brought about 
by a new religion (A. Toynbee). New values can’t come from a dying system. One has to go back to the Source 
for it. Only values BEYOND the ego can cure the ego. A (much) deeper transformation is thus urgently needed. 
This cannot be achieved by politics. The root cause is the over-compensated ego. It is a cancer-growth that has 
affected everybody, culminating in narcissist e.g. psychopathic leadership. The core emphasis therefore lies on 
spiritual transformation. Ego should give itself up, while becoming part of the Whole, once again. The question is: 
how can you expect this from people, who are collectively burn-out? Well, you have to ask yourself the question: 
“who is burn-out?” It is NOT the Spirit within. Right, you guess it: it is the ego! Now you understand the meaning 
of the current decay: Instead of resisting it, you start cooperating with the  breakdown of your ego - "dying to the 
old" - in order to become renewed.  It is moving from the periphery to the Centre, from ego to your True Self. 
Above mentioned can only be achieved if you acknowledge your delusionary search for happiness. Lacking true 
fulfilment - Being - you have fallen back on having. The “We are Cosmos” Movement guides you on your way 
back to the Origin. Once reborn your share your New Consciousness with all “sentient and non-sentient” beings. 
Only a Movement that aims at A New (Wo)Man and A New World can do that. Like our “We Are Cosmos!” 
initiative together with a universal Cosmic META Religion. In my books I frequently elaborated on this concept. 
Time and again I emphasized that META means “beyond”. “Cosmic META Religion therefore is NOT a religion as 
we know them. It is BEYOND all religions. The Origin isn’t God but the Dimension BEYOND God: Absolute 
Nothingness or Cosmic Womb. Still some people didn’t seem to grasp the difference. Only Nothingness can 
contain all. “Being Nothing, you are Everything”. Emptiness and Fullness are two sides of the same coin. The 
human womb is empty too, only then it can contain new life. We represent the COSMIC Tradition. 
 

Cosmic Tradition, not (common) Religion 
 

§ Therefore: Science & Cosmology should cooperate in order to formulate a scientific foundation to a New World 
View. It should be based on Reality As It Is. Only then a worldwide consensus will be established that supports 
planetary stability. Research topics are e.g. The Origin of the universe, Cosmic Vacuum, its two Cosmic Forces of 
“Creation & Destruction”, the Web of Life e.g. the interconnectedness of all and everything, Microcosmos is 
Macrocosmos. By the way: Western ethics are a construction. Their existence originates in the fact that humanity 
has alienated itself from the Whole. This gap is then filled with all kinds of rules and regulations. The problem is: 
these kinds of ethics are imposed from the outside; hence this uprooted ethics has proved to be a failure. True 
ethics, on the other hand, are inherent qualities of being in harmony with the Whole. Being PART of Heaven, you 
will follow the Law of Heaven spontaneously. Being PART of the Earth, you will respect her without hesitation. 
Being PART of the Community, you will do everything to promote mutual understanding and cooperation. 

 
 

The Situation 
 

§ Very soon the “European Theatre” will prove to be very (even more) complex. First there is this decay from 

within. A fragmented society, based on materialistic “values” has no chance to survive. Add to it the growing split 
between Eastern and Western Europe and it will be clear that the EU (as we know it) and the euro are about to 
disintegrate. With its cohesion withering and with it its power, Europe will not be able to uphold the increasing 
surge of immigrants from Africa and the Middle East. At the same time the geopolitical situation will (further) shift 
from an unipolar world towards a multipolar world. The USA will do everything it can to stop this process, using 
Europe as a theatre for its ongoing provocations. Despite that Eurasian “integration” will be unstoppable. Closer 
ties with Russia and economic dominance of China will shape the European landscape. The danger is further 
commercialization of society. The “god of money and profit” will not give itself up easily. Everything against the 
background of a rapidly developing Climate Crisis. This combination of factors will lead to the increase of chaos. 
The European states will react with totalitarian government, continuing neo-liberal capitalism while containing the 
masses through increasing surveillance. Not exactly “a new step in evolution” “enlightened minds” were hoping 



for. It very much resembles the downfall of the Roman Empire. In the “Dark Ages” that followed it were Irish 
monks who went to the continent, founding monasteries. During many centuries they preserved cultural and 
religious heritage, saving European civilization. It may also be our next step. In order to get our Cosmic Vision 
through the coming chaos, I have initiated “Healing Communities” (See chapter 7). Our spiritual survival depends 
on whether we will be able to found “Healing Communities” throughout Europe. So, heed my call. Ask for more 
information, start contemplating the possibility to join, ask for guidance to turn your calling into Reality. I am there 
for you 24/7. In the mean time, everybody - in this most decisive moment of history – should commit him/herself to 
Healing the Planet. Sit together and acknowledge that WE in the West made a terrible mistake: the idea that we 
are ego. Our lives are tyrannized by a false identity, thinking that it is “me”. An assumption that brought us to the 
edge of the abyss. Therefore, A Most Urgent Message has to circulate around the globe: “We are part of the 
Whole!” “WE ARE COSMOS! Or with other words: (Wo)Man rooted in “Heaven, Earth and the (new) Community”. 
Subsequently everybody has to take the consequences from it. A change of life, in which our Spirit is part of the 
Great Spirit, our body part of Nature and our soul part of the Community. This Message should spread like Holy 
Fire, igniting compassionate Action in the Hearts of everyone. Rather than being ego-addicts, we start celebrating 
Life again.  
 
§ We should not be discouraged, even now when the future doesn’t look rosy… Apart from all kinds of 

hypotheses the facts are the following. The demographic situation is not an invention of the globalists (for a 
change). Japan is the “great example”. In two decades or so 50% of the total population is older than 65. Already 
today 60 years old people have to take care of the 80 years old. Young people have neither interest in sex, nor in 
marriage, nor in having children. Millions of them (males) live a life completely isolated from society. The 
Japanese government is “in panic”. Solutions are sought in “robots” or foreign immigration. All Western societies – 
even China and Russia - suffer from too low birth rates while confronted by a surge of old people. There will be 
not enough young people able (willing) to take care of them. The second big concern is about degenerative 
diseases. As usual these diseases are labelled as “separate syndromes”: Chronic fatigue, MS, Dystrophy, ALS, 
dementia, Alzheimer, cancer and many more. The authorities want to avoid people getting insight in the true 
situation. The truth is that the population is subjected to a couple of devastating common causes, affecting 
everybody. They are deficiency food, polluted food, chemicals from the environment, a “terminal” health care, 
toxic medicines (“side-effects”), electro-magnetic radiation, stress and burn-out. Humans are the top of the food 
(and thus toxic) chain. Nowadays the effects have become visible. Nothing is being done about these common 
causes. They are too much interwoven with existing interests. Symptomatic treatments of “individual diseases” – 
business as usual - won’t help either (they never did). It is estimated that within three decades 50% of the 
population (of the West) will suffer from degenerative diseases, with Alzheimer on top of the list. (50% of the 
population taking care of the other 50%.....). Under those circumstances society will cease to function. Chaos will 
be the result. 
 
The urge to establish a New Health Care is felt by a majority of the population. Millions of people have turned their 
back to regular medicine. It is time that these personal initiatives become institutionalized. We are taking the lead 
here. Based on 40 years of medical expertise first the definition of health has to be re-formulated. Its foundation is 
the integral (wo)man: spiritually, psychologically, physically in harmony with the Cosmos, nature and society. Next 
comes basic health care. It is based on the Flow System. Optimizing basic metabolic functions: nutrition, 
digestion, blood circulation, cell-metabolism, detoxification and elimination leads to optimal vitality e.g. cure. The 
structure of our Health Care has to be revolutionized accordingly. It is organized bottom-up through three 
echelons of Self-Care, Holistic Medicine and Technological Medicine respectively, everything “organically” 
connected to each other. 
 

I didn’t mention mass-migration, climate change, nuclear threat, global epidemics etc. etc. I assume everybody 
nowadays has enough awareness to take them seriously 

 
§ After the factors from within, those from without.  Everybody talks about the collapse of Western-dominated 

financial-economic system (“de-dollarization”). Experts agree: it is not a matter of “if”, but of “when”. The majority 
of projections say “within the coming years”. Part of humanity welcomes this. They hope for an end to the 
“unipolar” world. They hope that with the end of the “American Empire” problems will “automatically” be solved. 
The positive side is that the greatest warmonger of all times will have to retreat. However, it is hardly a solution to 
the crisis humanity is in. The fate of the entire planet is at stake. We are standing at a crossroad. The expected 
chaos – in itself a disaster – could have two opposite outcomes. First of all: the people will be desperate. Money 
devaluated, savings gone, no money for pensions, no state subsidies, a health care in disarray, a huge 
unemployment, youth and elderly homeless, a dis-functioning infrastructure, high food and energy prices, water 
shortage, electronic collapse, high oil-prices…..Two responses are to be expected. One by the 
state/banks/corporations complex and one by the people. Ruling elites might welcome the chaos as an excuse to 
establish a totalitarian regime. As we all know they already deliberately create chaos in order to establish their 
“New World Order”. In this regard one may hope that the crisis will be so extensive, that the entire “money and 
power” system breaks down. Without it the elite is powerless. Their dreams of enslaving humanity will forever be 
gone. Seen from this perspective the collapse has to be welcomed. This only will “work” – the second option – 
when the people use the chaos to rise, to wake up. The agony of the crisis has to lead to a collective 
enlightenment. Forced by circumstances people have to “en masse” abandon individualism and materialism. The 
acute problems will make it clear that without mutual support no survival will be possible. Ways of cooperation 
have to be developed. This is the hopeful, optimistic option: people taking their lives in their own hands…together. 
The point is that without a joint Vision – realize people being totally desperate – creating order out of chaos will 



not be a realistic possibility. It will only lead to more chaos, violence, civil war, extremist coups etc. One can 
observe this right now. The whole world is centred around the god of money. In fact it is already a chaos. Hence, 
our highest priority is to develop an ALTERNATIVE. Our success depends on how many people have interiorized 
the steps that have to be taken once the crisis breaks out. This in turn should be part of a coherent Vision. To put 
it practically: 1. Society should be organized according to streets, neighborhoods, communes and further up. 
What I have called “CommunityDemocracy”. In particular mothers and children should be taken care of. It might 
be necessary that they join “clusters” or some kind of “tribes”. Secondly, economic life has to be restored. The 
initiatives originate from the local communities, everything based on mutual assistance. “Assistance” of big banks 
and corporations (if still functioning) should be declined. Just like social life, economic life should be organized 
bottom-up. Everybody participates, sharing their talents, skills and means. The aim is a “Europe of Autonomic 
Regions”. Everything the Regions can do they will do. Only those tasks that exceeds their possibilities will be 
delegated to the Commonwealth. In the mean time, much energy is spent to make the Vision a Reality. New 
cultural values are direly needed. The shift from an ego-entered life towards being part of the Whole will not be 
easy. Education is therefore a “conditio sine qua non”. From ego-addiction to Cosmic Consciousness will be the 
greatest challenge humanity ever encountered.   
 

The greatest threat to the West is its inner decay, corruption, fragmentation. 

 
Some time ago it was popular to talk about the “end of history”. What did happen was (is) the end of all political 
systems. Current times have exposed them as totally inadequate. Logically so, because political systems are all 
“invented” by the human mind. This mind by definition is a narrow one. It can only grasp parts of reality (at best), 
corrupted by greed for power and money. After a (very) short time a political system is replaced by another try-
out. The only thing that lasted in the last 2000 years was religion. It has proven superior to all political systems, 
despite all the inherent shortcomings, deceit, crimes and lies. Eventually religions also experience decline (rightly 
so). We are now in the middle of a global Ego-Catastrophe in which nothing is spared. It is a global holocaust with 
the destruction of humans, relationships, traditions, communities, values and the earth itself. We are confronting 
nothingness. This is exploited by the global elite, that aims at a totalitarian “world government”. Many people are 
frightened by the idea of a New World Order (NWO). It becomes increasingly exposed by the “alternative media”. 
And that’s a good thing. However, by just displaying the threatening aspects, these journalists e.g. educators  
“forget” about offering an alternative. The result is fuelling the existing Angst among the populace, promoting the 
already existing paralysis. We are NOT happy about that. We are neither in favour of reactionary answers to the 
crisis: Nationalism, Christianity and the traditional (patriarchal) family. One seems to forget that this “gang of 
three” is responsible for the deterioration in the first place. We are amazed, that in modern times nobody seems to 
remember that before capitalism, a cosmological understanding of the universe was omnipresent. Nobody takes it 
seriously, that major non-Western cultures (e.g. China) were based on the same principle, upon which extremely 
successful cultures were built. It is all about “As Above, so Below”. Now that all man-made political philosophies 
have failed, all based on the ego – self-interest - as the sole foundation, we have no choice, but to seek our 
refuge in the “meta-physical”. Once micro-cosmos start reflecting macro-cosmos universal order can be 
established. The challenge is to adjust all earthly institutions to Cosmic Reality (“Law”): religion, science, and 
ethics, politics, economy, health care, society, gender, and education......the planet. It could become the 
beginning of a Cosmic Era. 
 
Against the background of the increasing social chaos (purposely fuelled by NWO cliques), there is a total 
confusion about the roles of men and women (“gender”). To an extent that every positive interaction is paralysed, 
another strategy to undermine the power of the people. Since this has already led to total fragmentation (“single-
culture”), all power to regenerate itself has evaporated. It is another example of the fact that the culture stands 
with its back against the wall. The solution? Taking refuge in the Cosmos, the latter providing us clear guidelines 
to rebuild our relationships. Men relate themselves with the Cosmic Principle of “Death and Rebirth” – death of the 
ego, rebirth of their True Self – while women’s roles reflect the Cosmic “Web of Life”. Men serve the Whole, 
defending, guarding, promoting it, while women embody it, like in ancient times mothers and women are at the 
centre of the Community, fulfilling a leading role there. 
 
Our current crisis demands an drastic step: the transformation of an ego-dominant society into a Cosmos-oriented 
culture. Everybody wants to live in peace. With so many people longing for it, it MUST be possible to create a 
majority that is going to realize it. It all depends on the SPIRIT (German: BeGEISTerung).  
 

§ The Basics Revisited 
 
Let’s come to business! What we need is a democracy that emanates from the people, not one by the parties. 
Thus, one has to replace them. To achieve this, Althusius would probably have proposed the following: The 
individual is sovereign (has responsibility towards the Whole), therefore he/she contributes to society. What 
he/she cannot do, is delegated to the family. The family in turn does what it can do; everything else is delegated 
to the streets. The street community does what is in their power, all the rest is transferred to the neighborhood. In 
its turn the neighborhood takes what is its competence, entrusting the rest of the tasks to the municipality. This is 
going on: from the municipality to the county, the region to the country and the State, to the New European Union. 
The Whole is organized "organically, consisting of a system of self-sovereign layers (echelons)". Family 
representatives form the street council, representatives of the streets form the neighborhood council, 
representatives of the neighborhood constitute the commune council and so on up to the Bundestag (in case of 



Germany). The only thing that changes in the Bundestag is that the representatives don’t come from the parties, 
but are chosen by the sovereign community. 
 

The Cosmic Law: Everything is connected to everything:  
The Community Democracy 

 
Why is the Community Democracy sovereign? Well, first of all, because it is built bottom up. Every citizen - at 
his/her level of responsibility – commits him/her self to the Whole. On the basis of free choice everybody is 
embedded in a self-sovereign structure. That means, everybody decides for him/her self how he/she wants to 
participate. This is based on the principle of subsidiarity. This principle implies that each level, starting with the 
lowest, decides what falls within its competence, without interference from the "higher" levels, e.g. street 
determines what responsibilities (in the interests of the Whole!) it may undertake. This is decided by the free 
choice of the street council. Neither the neighbourhood, not the municipality are allowed to interfere. The 
coordination between the levels, of course a key task, is carried out by the street representatives, having their 
seats in the neighborhood council.  Is this complicated and a waste of time? Not at all. Firstly, everyone works half 
a week for the community anyway (see Book “Origin”, chapter 13, step 5), secondly, the recovery of the 
community has highest priority, a goal in itself, and thirdly, there are many practical advantages. 

 
Community Democracy 
There is no alternative! 

 

While the low levels communicate on the basis of consensus, a two-thirds majority exists on the higher echelons 
(Region, State). This system requires intense listening to each other, to understand each other, to tolerate and 
appreciate each other. A better system for the promotion of integration doesn’t exist. Community life, cooperation 
and the joy of life "logarithmically" increase. But not only that. A close cooperation guarantees stability against the 
general decline. Without community very soon there will be nothing you can fall back on. Secondly, it promotes 
safety. What no police system in the world can do, is done by the self-organized community, the fact that 
everyone knows everyone, that everyone has safety in mind, causes, that (potential) criminals are more likely to 
be detected and passed over to the judiciary. Moreover, a close community protects against the plundering by 
large corporations, which, as we all know, only use the local situation to make profits, while the community has “to 
take care” of their trash. Businesses can establish themselves, but only with the permission of the sovereign 
Community Democracy. Unlike the political parties the latter cannot be bribed. The elected councils have the 
authority to impose their laws on the citizens, except for those domains that belong to the self-sovereignty of the 
echelons.  

 
"Passion for Europe" arises only after men/women have 

become masters in their own Region 
 

A pyramid is created bottom up, with civil self-determination on all levels. In the bottom-up pyramid, the citizens 
respect/obey the laws, which they themselves have put in place. It is a system of the people, by the people, for 
the people, so that freedom, solidarity and cooperation come about voluntarily. Instead of the election promises of 
the political parties, we work for one political goal only: a self-sovereign Community Democracy. This is done 
without "dictatorship of the proletariat". We already have "the dictatorship of the economy". All areas of life are 
increasingly dominated by commerce: The government, the parliament, the freelancer, science, health, the 
educational system, the media, the arts, the judiciary, the military, the EU, what not? This development has to 
stop at all costs. Society should become self-sovereign, from the street to the New Europe,  everything according 
to the principles of subsidiarity. The aim is a new, reorganized Europe, including approximately 90 European 
Regions. (German: Freistaaten/Free States)  (As early as 1992 the famous Dutch brewer A. Heineken published 
an essay in which he proposed a similar plan for e.g. Wales, Scotland, Northern Italy, Catalonia, the German 
countries, Silesia, Pomerania, Flanders, Wallonia, the French regions, such as Brittany and many others). This 
could amount to a "New Europe of Autonomous Regions" **. The idea is that globalism should be balanced by 
regionalism. Only then people will have a fulfilled e.g. useful life. Is it not so, that in the world of today the small 
states! (Luxembourg, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Costa 
Rica) are the most peaceful and the most prosperous? Had Hitler been merely dictator of Bavaria, he would never 
have had the power to destroy Europe. 

 
* http://www.bayern-wolln-mer.net/heineken_europa_franken.jpg 

 
** As a "precursor" to our model could serve both the "Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation" and the "Ottoman Empire". In 
both structures, the regions had a high degree of autonomy. “Small states" should definitely be rated positively! At present, 
Switzerland with its cantons points in the right direction. Rethinking is in demand! 

 
"To be in control or to be controlled, 

that is the question " 
 
By fusing the new economy (Book “Origin”, chapter 13) with the Community Democracy, the focus of life will be 
back to its foundations. It means that inter-human activities are organized and controlled by the people 
themselves. Additional measures, such as regional money and exchange will have their proper place. It is 
important that the tax system is adjusted to the new situation. The new principle would be: The taxes first flow to 



the basic levels: street, neighbourhood, municipality and county levels. These take what they need. What they do 
not need, is handed over to the higher levels. This way the immediate existence of people is ensured. Public 
projects - big and small - can be realized to a large extent, by the people themselves. Does every citizen not work 
already half the week for the community? (See our proposals for A New Economy in Book “Origin”). Not by 
money, but through working people make their contributions to the common good. For this reason alone, tax 
revenues may become reduced. Moreover - and this is very important - because the commonwealth (the New 
Europe) anyway will consist of smaller units (Autonomous Regions) - it will never become a super state, that gets 
money to realize megalomaniacal projects from taxpayers' money. There will be no money for the military; hence 
the possibility of war will be very low. As already discussed before, the multinational corporations, of which there 
will be some logically, will be controlled by the sovereign community, as well. Anti-human and anti-nature 
production, (weapons, genetic engineering, pesticides, chemicals, "drugs") in addition to all other products that 
are superfluous, all that crap we do not really need - 50 different types of vacuum cleaners, ditto smart phones, 
each year a new car, a vast number of yoghurt varieties, tooth brushes etc. - will be scaled down drastically. 
 

To establish unlimited power and to prevent its economy from collapsing, the US needs permanent war, hence 
creating chaos e.g. promoting terrorism worldwide 

 
The "free dictatorship" of the sovereign Community Democracy is the best system ever devised. It is a reflection 
of the Cosmos, hence its superior design. Its “Web of Life” is reflected by Community Democracy, while “Death 
and Rebirth” is manifested in our economy of balance. It is Cosmo-Politics in the true sense of the word. The main 
focus is the principle of subsidiarity, it guarantees the “organic” structure of society. Ironically, states have 
recognized subsidiarity already as guiding principle of the EU (Maastricht Treaty) and defined it as such, they 
merely "forgot" to apply it also to lower levels of society, neglecting that subsidiarity (on the village level) is 
common practice in the Developing World, since times immemorial. Pope Leo XIII (yes) spoke out in favour of 
subsidiarity and freethinkers/ Quakers as Kees Boeke, educators to the Dutch royal children, used it in his work 
(See previous part: "Sociocracy"). Our manifesto does not come out of the blue. It is precisely at a time where we 
need it urgently. It therefore calls upon each one to make Community Democracy  a priority, to start with the 
individual, the family, the street, the neighbourhood, the municipality, the county, the country and the state, and 
ultimately the New Europe (NE). Because of its irresistible logic many will join: officials, academics, professionals, 
small and medium sized business owners, seniors, women, youth, but also leftists, conservatives, displaced, and 
who knows, even large companies that confess themselves to a new social economy. Once a first structure is 
established, experts like politicians, law makers, scientists take care of the details, in order to provide a new legal 
e.g. constitutional basis. 
 

* Further discussion in my book "The Self-Sovereign Society" (Unfortunately  
only in Dutch). 

 

 

Divide and Rule 

OR 

Unify and Heal 

THAT’S THE QUESTION 
 

They want to rule the world 
We want to rule ourselves. 

 
They are founded on religious exclusivity 

We derive our strength from religious inclusivity 
 

They have contempt for humanity 
We feel compassion for all living creatures 

 
They thrive on hatred. We thrive on Love 

 
They believe in the illusion of a “powerful” ego 

We know for certain that the Mother will destroy it 
 

They live in constant fear. We trust the Cosmos 
 

They have no conscience 
We will not forget their crimes 

 
They are digging their graves 

The future is ours 
 



The “higher” they fly, the deeper their fall 
 

While they oppress the masses 
We work on our Community Democracy 

 
While they are obsessed by money 
We want an economy of balance 

 
While they destroy nature 

We want to be part of the Whole 
 

While they want to control, chipping all 
We will be Self-Sovereign 

While they want to reduce us to cattle 
We celebrate the Divine Spark in ourselves 

 
While they rely on violence 

We want peace 
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FROM THE HERMITAGE 

SermeS extends a hearty WELCOME to  

every sincere seeker: 

He is living a simple life in unity with the Cosmos. People from all “corners, professions and positions” 
- Religious people * Teachers * Mothers * Social workers * Officials * Scientists * Artists * Therapists * 

Politicians * CEO's * Youth etc. come to his “Hermitage” for personal Cosmic Advice,  
Teaching, Healing and Guidance, time and again  

being amazed by “his” deep Wisdom 

Appointments 
1. Individual Cosmic Advice, Teaching, Healing & Guidance 

2. Cosmic Healing 3. Small groups (1-6): Introduction to the Teaching "We are Cosmos" 
 4. Meetings "Mothers for Mother" 

(Group max. 6) 

Hermitage 

“Cosmic Mother Healing the Planet” 
Near Utrecht, the Netherlands 

www.healingtheplanet.info    info(at)healingtheplanet.info 
By Appointment 

+31. (0)30.6590178 

 

http://www.healingtheplanet.info/
mailto:info@healingtheplanet.info

